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13.00 Welcome coffee and registration @Campus Economico San Giobbe

14.00 Welcome to Biennale Innovazione 2017
Stefano Campostrini, Full Professor Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia
Mariacristina Gribaudi, Managing Director Keyline

14.20 Meaning in contemporary art and innovation
Nicolas Ballario, Chief Contemporary Art Arthemisia

14.40 Industry 4.0 impacts on strategy
with: Luigi Gia, Director Affari&Finanza
Carmelo Mariano, Partner KPMG Advisory
Paolo Giacon, Researcher Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia

15.10 Technology Innovation Offer
Michele Bugliesi, Rector Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia
With the Rectors of the Triveneto Universities

16.00 Refresh moment powered by San Benedetto

16.30 Market Innovation Need
Riccardo Sabatini, Scientist Human Longevity Inc.
Luisa Arienti, CEO Sap Italia
Anna Amati, VicePresident META Group
Lucio Lanza, Managing Director ITV
Emanuele Cordero di Vonzo, CEO Assiteca

17.30 Strategy Innovation Fit
Massimo Klun, Managing Director Intesa Sanpaolo Forvalue
Carlo Bagnoli, Associate Professor Università Ca’ Foscari Venezia

18.00 Scossa
Fabio Sacco, President Alilaguna s.p.a.
Boat Trip to Murano Island

19.00 MURANO INNOVATIVE EXPERIENCE

Visit to Berengo Museum
Meaning in traditional vs innovative glass

Innovative Dinner powered by Berto’s with Chef Prest, Restaurant Tivoli
Meaning in traditional vs innovative food

Music Class powered by StrangeDuo.mg
Meaning in traditional vs innovative food
08.30 Welcome coffee and registration @Campus Economico San Giobbe
Welcome and Registration

09.15 Industry 4.0 Impacts on Business Models
Mattia Crespi, Research Affiliate Institute for the Future

09.30 Industry 4.0 Impacts on PRODUCTION – PARADOX TRANSFORMATION BM
with: Fabrizio Dughiero, Full Professor University of Padova
Alexander Stewart, VicePresident Daniele
Gabrielle Caragnano, Partner, Industry 4.0 Operations Leader PwC
Giorgio Basile, President Isagro

10.15 Industry 4.0 Impacts on CONSUMPTION – DATA&ANALYTICS BUSINESS MODEL
with: Alessandra Poggiani, Director Venis s.p.a.
Alexander Zehnder, CEO Sanofi Italia
Renato Marchi, Chief Information Officer Gruppo Pam
Nicola Belli, Front End Innovation Director Safilo

11.00 Coffee break powered by Illy

11.30 ROUND TABLE FOR ATTENDEES

13.30 Innovative Island soft lunch

14.30 Industry 4.0 Impacts on EXCHANGE – AS-A-SERVICE BUSINESS MODEL
with Barbara Gasperini, Journalist
Roberto Siagri, CEO Eurotech
Alessandro Cremonesi, VicePresident STMicroelectronics
Nicola Michelon, CEO Unox s.p.a.

15.15 Industry 4.0 Impacts on DISTRIBUTION – PLATFORM BUSINESS MODEL
with: Rossella Cardone*, Head of Innovation Ericsson
Lucia Chierchia, Open Innovation Director Electrolux
Guido Porro, Managing Director Mediterranean Europe Dassault System
Frank Piller, Full Professor Aachen University

16.00 Coffee break powered by Illy

16.30 ROUND TABLE FOR ATTENDEES

18.30 Business Model Innovation 4.0
with: Filippo Astone, Director Industria Italiana
Stefano Barrese, Intesa Sanpaolo
Michele Parisatto, KPMG Advisory
Giuliano Bussetto, Siemens Italia
Matteo Marini, ABB
Agostino Santoni, Cisco Italia
Alberto Baban, President Piccola Industria Confindustria
19.30 Laguna Appetizer

20.00 Sound Design for Innovation
Class Session powered by Chiara Luzzana

20.30 Gala Dinner
Gala Dinner in garden powered by Unox s.p.a.

23.00 Afterdinner party and cocktail
Music Entertainment powered by Claudia Martin

Legenda: *tbc